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System Requirements

Win 98
NT 4.0
Win 2000
Mac 9.1

Internet Explorer
5.0
5.5
X
X
X
X
X
X
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Display
✫ 800 x 600 pixel resolution or
greater.
Internet Access
✫ A 56K modem or faster access is
recommended.
✫ An e-mail account for each user is
recommended.
Memory and Disk Space
✫ XPdTime has no minimum requirements for users.

Standards
XPdTime is designed following
current industry standards for internet/
intranet applications. A user-friendly
interface provides straightforward
navigation.

Security
Data Integrity & Availability
✫ Daily tape backups of live databases and replication of production
servers.
✫ High performance is achieved using
an extensive server network with load
balancing.
✫ High availability using a network of
servers with redundancy and fail-over
capability.

✫ State of the art, environmentally
controlled network operations center
provides 24 x 7 x 365 monitoring.

Physical Security
✫ XPdTime is hosted by SSSI.net, an
Application Service Provider (ASP)
providing the secure physical storage
for SSSI’s servers.
✫ Controlled server room access to
key personnel only.
✫ Backup systems ensure continuous
data availability.
✫ A state of the art fire detection and
suppression system does not damage
electrical equipment.
✫ Secure customer sites with
VeriSign’s powerful 128-bit SSL
encryption.
Network Security
✫ Multiple servers and firewalls
provide redundancies and security
that protect against loss or compromise of data.
✫ All incoming TCP/IP ports are
controlled and managed by an
advanced firewall system.
Application Security
All information, including user IDs
and passwords travel encrypted over
Secure Socket Layer during transfers
between the browser and SSSI
servers.
✫ Multiple permission levels provide
user limits depending on whether they
are registered as Employee, Manager, Contract, Human Resource, or
Administrator.
✫

Operating System Security
✫ All xpdtime application and database servers are set up with the latest
security patches and service packs to
eliminate any possible security holes.

Architecture
XPdTime is built using Active Server
Pages (ASP) with Sybase SQL
Anywhere database. It is distributed
using an Application Service Provider
model.
Advantages
✫ Fast and reliable connections
during online sessions.
✫ Ease of use for off-site participants;
no need to go through the corporate
firewall.
✫ Scalability of bandwidth and
hardware
✫ Reliability of service. Our Service
Provider monitors each customer’s
hosted site 24 x 7 x 365 using leading
hardware and software tools to
ensure uptime and integrity of the
system.
✫ Automatic upgrades to new
versions of XPdTime.
XPdTime Supported Extensions
The following formats are available for
data transfer in and out of XPdTime
for Human Resource and Payroll
data.
✫ Text delimited files
✫ Excel format files

For more information, contact
xpdtime@sssi.net or visit our website
http://www.xpdtime.com
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